In this paper, we formulate extended stream functions (ESFs) to describe the dynamics of BoseEinstein condensations in the two-dimensional space. The ordinary stream function is applicable only for stationary and incompressible superfluids, whereas the ESFs can describe the dynamics of compressible and non-stationary superfluids. The ESFs are composed of two stream functions, i.e., one describes the compressible density modulations and the other the incompressible rotational superflow. As an application, we study the snake instability of the dark soliton in a rectangular potential in detail by the ESFs.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, ultracold atomic systems are one of the most actively studied fields in physics. It is expected that these systems can be a quantum simulator for various models in quantum physics [1] . Another aim to study ultracold atoms is to search for new quantum phenomena whose existence is theoretically predicted. These example are the supersolid that has both a diagonal solid order and an off-diagonal superfluid order [2] , bosonic analog of fractional quantum Hall effect [3] , etc. Because of their versatility and controllability, atomic gas systems are used for study on dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC), in particular, formation and destruction of topological excitations such as vortices. Detailed study on such dynamical process was given in Refs. [4] [5] [6] [7] , and it shed a light on the dynamics of vortices, which is a long standing problem since the late 19th [8] .
In this paper, we focus on two-dimensional (2D) BEC and superfluidity (SF). Recently, vortex dynamics in annular and cylindrical BEC was studied by using stream function of the SF [9, 10] . In these systems, incompressible and irrotational stationary states of the SF can be analytically studied by the stream function. In order to extend the stream-function formalism to compressible, irrotational and non-stationary fluid, a pair of stream functions are needed. That is, one describes rotational flow, and the other compressible component of flow. We call them extended stream functions (ESFs) in this paper. As we show in the rest of this paper, the ESFs, in our definition, are numerically obtained without any difficulties and they are quite useful for detailed study on SF dynamics.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the ESFs, and their relation to the GrossPitaevskii equation (GPE) is explained. In order to verify the reliability and accuracy of the practical manipulation to obtain the incompressible and irrotational components of SF flow from the ESFs, we apply our formalism for an annular SF. By a sudden quench of an synthetic magnetic field, a homogeneous BEC becomes unstable, and vortex formation takes place. We describe this evolution of the BEC by the ESFs and compare the results with those obtained directly from the solution to the GPE. In Sec. III, we apply the ESFs formalism for certain typical phenomenon of the SF instability. As an example, we study the time evolution of a dark soliton [11] [12] [13] located in the center of a rectangular potential [14] . This dark soliton exhibits a snake instability and the central empty region changes its shape, and vortices and antivortices are generated there. We show that the ESFs clearly describe this process of the destruction of the dark soliton and formation of vortex-antivortex chain. Section IV is devoted for conclusion.
II. EXTENDED STREAM FUNCTIONS
As we explained in introduction, we mostly study the BEC in the ultra-cold bosonic atoms by solving the GPE,
where γ is a phenomenological dissipation parameter, V (r) is potential, g is the coupling constant for the repulsion, andμ is the chemical potential. We have put the atomic mass m = 1, and also the Planck constant is set = 1. For example, the unit of time t = 1 corresponds to 7.94 ms for 87 Rb confined by the 2D harmonic trap with ω ⊥ = 20.1 × 2π Hz [7] . We use this energy scale and the unit of time as well as the normalization, such as dxdy|ψ| 2 = 1, in the rest of present study. For the system under a rotation, ω is the angular velocity of the rotation and L z is the angular momentum in the z-direction. We are in the co-moving frame of the atoms in Eq. (1). In the rest of this work, we solve the GPE in Eq. (1) for specific V (r), initial conditions, etc, and study the dynamics of the BEC in detail. To this end, we introduce the ESFs. The ESFs are applicable for various physical systems with flow. In this paper, we use them for study on SF of ultra-cold atoms.
In the previous works using the ordinary stream function, incompressible and stationary BEC is considered [9, 10] . For compressible and non-stationary flows of SF, the continuity equation is given as follows,
where ρ ≡ |ψ| 2 and v ≡ 1 2iρ (ψ * ∇ψ − ψ∇ψ * ) = ∇θ with ψ = |ψ|e iθ . For incompressible and stationary BEC, the continuity equation, Eq. (2), reduces ∇· v = 0. Therefore in 2D systems, the velocity v can be expressed as follows by using a function χ( r), which is called stream function,
where r = (x, y). On the other hand by the velocity potential Φ( r), the velocity v is expressed as
Then, it is useful to introduce the complex potential such as
, where z is the complex coordinate z = x + iy. From Eqs. (3) and (4), it is obvious that F (z) satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann condition. As a result, problems with various boundary conditions can be connected by a conformal mapping.
In this work, we generalize the above stream function in order to study the compressible and non-stationary quantum flows, j = 1 2i (ψ * ∇ψ − ψ∇ψ * ). To this end, we introduce a pair of stream functions,χ( r, t) andΦ( r, t), the ESFs. The flow j is composed of the incompressible and irrotational (compressible) parts, i.e.,
where (ρ∇θ) i and (ρ∇θ) c stand for the incompressible and irrotational components of the flow, respectively. Each of the above components is repressed by the ESFs as follows,
whereẑ is the unite vector in the z-direction. The following equalities are easily verified,
The continuity equation (2) is expressed as,
It should be remarked here that the ESFsχ andΦ include the density ρ in their definition, and therefore they are well defined for configurations including vortices. Furthermore for the system confined by a trap potential V (r), the BEC has boundaries at which the density vanishes. This means that no boundary conditions are needed to obtainχ andΦ as we see later on. From the definition Eq. (6), typical profiles ofχ and Φ that correspond the flows j i and j c as shown in Fig. 1 . These profiles are useful to understand what the numerical calculations ofχ andΦ indicate in the later discussion.
As we show in the rest of the present paper, the ESFs describe detailed behavior of the BEC in a transparent way. In the practical calculation, we obtainχ andΦ from the current j(x, y, t) = j( r, t) by using the Fourier/inverse-Fourier transformations,
where F and F −1 denote the operator of the Fourier and inverse-Fourier transformations, respectively.
In order to verify the utility of the ESFs and reliability of the numerical manipulations of the present formalism, we studied the sudden quench dynamics of BEC confined in a 2D torus, which was studied in the previous works. Abrupt application of an artificial magnetic field renders homogeneous BEC unstable. To see how the BEC evolves in the process, we solve the GPE in Eq. (1). For the numerical calculation, we used the following parameters; γ = 0.03, V (r) = 30(r − 4) 2 , g = 1000, ω = 0 → 1.9, and the time and spatial meshes for the calculation are dx, dy = 0.05 and dt = 0.005, respectively.
Evolution of the SF is as follows [7] . First, surface ripples propagating along the surface appear and then, they gradually develop into vortex cores, and finally vortices enter into the BEC and a vortex lattice forms. See Fig. 2 . We compared the current j( r, t) obtained directly from the numerical solutions of the GPE and that obtained through the ESFs,χ( r, t) andΦ( r, t), in the final stage (the stage (c) in Fig. 2) , and found that these two calculations are in good agreement. It is quite instructive to see how the ESFs describe the process of vortex lattice formation in the above quench dynamics. In Fig. 3 , we first show the ESFsχ( r) and Φ( r) for the vortex lattice BEC that formed at the final stage of the evolution. Profile ofχ( r) shows thatχ( r)
is not influenced substantially by the existence of the vortices as it describes the incompressible (rotational) component of the SF flow. On the other hand,Φ( r) exhibits an interesting profile. High and low-Φ regions always appear in a pair, and we call this configuration dimer. Around the locations of vortex, a pair of dimer forms, and in the regions between dimersΦ ∼ 0. Schematic picture of thisΦ configuration in the vicinity of an obstacle (e.g., vortex) is shown in Fig. 4 . It shows that the compressible component j c cancels the flow of the incompressible component j i inside of the obstacle. As a result, the SF density inside of the obstacle is kept vanishing as ρ∇θ = j = j c + j i ≃ 0. Finally, we see how the BEC develops towards the stable state in Fig. 2 by the stream functionχ( r, t) . First, surface instability after the sudden quench generates vortex and antivortex in the both sides of the boundary as show in Fig. 5 . Then, the calculations ofχ( r, t) show that vortices move into the BEC whereas antivortices leave for the outside of the BEC. The incompressible current j i flows counter-clock wise in the BEC via the effect of the synthesized magnetic field.
In the following section, we shall study the instability of the dark soliton and formation of snake soliton by using the ESFs.
III. EXTENDED STREAM FUNCTIONS AND SNAKE INSTABILITY OF DARK SOLITON
In this section, as an example of the dynamical behavior of BEC described by the ESFs, we study the instability of a dark soliton located in the center of a rectangular confinement potential. In GPE in Eq. (1), we put ω = 0 and V (x, y) = 0, (|x| < 8, |y| < 9) 100, (otherwise).
The initial configuration at t = 0 is produced by imprinting the dark soliton profile on the homogeneous BEC state such as ψ 0 (x) = n 0 tanh(µx) with constants n 0 and µ [15] . We study how this dark soliton evolves by the ESFs. The continuity equation is given as follows,
where ρ 0 ( r) = ψ 2 0 (x). On the other hand by using the ESFs, (ρ 0 ( r) + δρ( r, t))δ v( r, t) = ∇Φ +ẑ × ∇χ.
By substituting ρ 0 ( r) = ψ 2 0 (x) into Eq. (12) and ignoring term such as ∇δρ × δ v, we obtain ∆χ( r, t) = 2n 
In the second term on the RHS of Eq. (13), for a configuration of vortex at r = r 0 , ∇ × δ v ∝ δ( r 0 ). However in this case, (ρ 0 ( r 0 ) + δρ( r 0 , t)) ≃ 0, and therefore this term is negligibly small. Similarly forΦ( r, t),
For the first stage of the evolution with t ≪ 1, the numerical calculations of ρ( r, t),χ( r, t) andΦ( r, t), etc. by using Eq. (9) are shown in Fig. 6 . The BEC is approximately symmetric under x → −x, δρ(x, y, t) ≃ δρ(−x, y, t), δv x (x, y, t) ≃ −δv x (−x, y, t), (15) δv y (x, y, t) ≃ δv y (−x, y, t).
In this case,χ( r, t) is anti-symmetric under x → −x, as observed by the numerical calculation in Fig 6. Furthermore, the numerical calculations in Fig. 6 show that δv y in the region x ∼ 0 has strong y dependence as the both compressive and incompressible components do. On the other hand on the line x = 0, δv x = 0, whereas in the small but finite x region. The relatively large ∇·δ v induces a density modulation δρ through Eq. (14) and the continuity equation Eq. (8). This is a primordial movement of the snake instability.
In the second stage of the evolution, the numerical results of the ESFs in Fig. 7 reveal that δv x comes from both the compressible and incompressible flows, whereas δv y from the compressible component. AsΦ in Fig. 7 shows, the central empty line slightly deforms to a meandering line by the density flow explained above.
By the numerical simulation, we observed that the second stage is a meta-stable state. It is interesting to see how it forms from the BEC in the first stage. In Fig. 8 , we show the incompressible SF density flow at t, Q(y, t), defined by
whereŷ in the unit vector in the y-direction, and we put y 0 = −9. From the calculations in Fig. 8 , it is seen that a density modulation starts to form at the center of the dark soliton (y ≃ 0) at t ∼ 18 and then it spreads in the y-direction. Similarly, we show the SF incompressible flow in Fig. 8 , R(y, t), which is defined as
R(y, t) shows that the snake instability is enhanced by the incompressible SF flow as well as the incompressible flow.
It is also interesting to see how the vortices and antivortices form in the central-meandering low-density region in the second stage. To observation this, we calculate the SF current generated by vortices and antivortices by employing analytic functions as a reference. For example, the flow in a typical vortex-antivortex configuration is given as,
where the vortices and antivortices are located alternatively at (x i , y i ) with x i = 0 and y i = 8, 6, 3.6, 1.25, −1.25, −3.6, −6 and −8, and the vorticity s i is given by s i = (−) i . Configuration of the above flow (19) is shown in Fig. 9 , which exhibits a qualitative similar profile to that in Fig. 7 in the central region, but the configuration given by Eq. (19) has a nontrivial flows in the wider region compared to the results in Fig. 7 . This difference comes from the fact that vortex configuration in Fig. 7 have just formed in the second stage, and therefore the region far apart from the central region is not influenced by the vortex formation.
The density flow in Fig. 7 continues after the second stage, and then the empty line in the central region of the SF splits into smaller lines and droplets. This is the third stage in Fig. 10 . This behavior continues to the fourth stage in Fig. 11 , in which a line of droplets form. Each droplet corresponds to vortex or antivortex as the ESF,χ( r, t), indicates. That is, vortices and antivortices align in a straight line alternatively. We observed that this fourth stage is rather long-lived, even though a pair annihilation of vortex and antivortex is possible.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced the ESFs to describe dynamics of non-stationary and compressible SF. To this end, two components of the ESFs,χ andΦ, are necessary. By the definition of the ESFs, vortices can be described with regularχ andΦ, and also specific boundary conditions are not necessary in the confinement potential problems. We showed the numerical methods to obtain the ESFs, and applied the ESFs to the sudden quench of SF in the torus by applying a synthetic magnetic field. We found good agreement between the results obtained by our methods and those by the direct calculations from the solutions to the GP equation.
Then, we applied our methods to detailed study on the snake instability of the dark soliton in the rectangular potential. We found that there exist four typical stages in the process, and clarified dynamics of the SF flow in the whole process of the instability towards the meta-stable state with vortex droplets.
We hope that the ESFs given in the present work are useful for study on various dynamics of SF. This problem is under study, and we hope that results will be reported in the near future. 
